
 
 

Caravan Kit Installation Instructions 
 
Step 1: Assemble Dish and Portable Mount. Read instructions that come with the SF95 satellite 
meter carefully. 
 
Step 2: After assembling dish, fit LNB to dish (using appropriate clamp inserts) with the arm of 
the LNB at approximately 8 o'clock position as viewed looking into the front of the dish. Your LNB 
may look a little different to the picture below, do not worry, they come in all makes and sizes. 
Just aim the cable connector to the 8 o’clock position like in the picture below. 
 

 
 

Step 3: Set elevation (up and down angle of the dish) using scale or marks on the dish mounting 
bracket, to required angle as determined by the angle chart on our website or from your own 
calculations. 
 
Step 4: Now make sure the portable mount is reasonably level, with the pole of the mount 
straight up and down. Sometimes a small builders line level glued to the side of the pole is useful. 
Put the dish gently on the portable mount. Set azimuth (side to side position) by pointing the dish 
to the compass bearing for your area as per chart on our website or from your own calculations. 
 
Step 5: Using SF95 signal meter (with the satellite receiver or SKY decoder turned on and on the 
correct channel) locate signal by gently and slowly moving first one way and then the other. 
Remember you are turning the dish on the pole, not turning the whole mount. Check that it is 
correct by viewing picture on TV.  
 
Once you have the correct satellite, peak both the azimuth and elevation by adjusting each very 
slightly until you get maximum signal strength and then lock dish in place. For more detailed 
instructions visit our DIY page as the instructions there are the same as for the Caravan Kit. 
 

 
Note the SF95 meter hanging off the white coax cable to the left of the LNB. 


